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STELLAR SEASON SOURED BY START TO SPRING

A five day south easterly storm was not a great way to start the spring and it took a huge toll on flocks that 
were lambing at the time. The east coast of the North Island and inland to Taihape bore the brunt with 
some areas receiving 200-300mm of rain over that period with the northern Hawkes Bay/Wairoa area 
copping the worst of it.

The majority of newborn lambs stood little chance in those conditions and there were also many instances 
of newborn calves perishing given the severity and duration of the storm. Slips and damage to fences and 
tracks would have added insult to injury.

Relative to many others we were not as badly affected
receiving a bit over 100mm. We weren’t calving at the time, nor
did we get any slips. Our lambing was only beginning so our
lamb losses weren’t as great as they would have been had the
storm occurred a week later. Nonetheless wet/dry ewes are
conspicuous and will undoubtedly add up as we get them out at
docking.

We are grateful though that the weather since the storm has
been absolutely superb with sunshine and warm temperatures
day after day. Consequently the mud has finally subsided (after
another extremely wet winter) and lambing conditions could not
have been better. We are now into our second wave of lambing
(hoggets and South Suffolks) and they too are relishing the
good weather and spring grass growth.

One way to escape the mud!             
(South Suffolk X lamb).                       
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We trust the spring is tracking in a similar way for you and hope your morale is slowly lifting as a 
consequence of that and anticipation of what will hopefully be a second season of strong lamb, mutton and
beef prices.

CAN THE GOLDEN RUN CONTINUE IN 2018/19?

Sheep meat prices over the last 12 months have been at a whole new level, even above the spike that 
occurred in 2011 and are probably unprecedented even in real terms. Unlike 2011 the current level of 
pricing has held up for well over a year now and the prospects for the year ahead are positive. B&LNZ is 
predicting the price for lamb to at least match last year’s pattern given continuing healthy demand and tight
supply of product. The number of lambs processed for export this coming season is predicted to be 19 
million – the lowest in the last 5 years and reflects the drop in ewe numbers. 

They also predict mutton prices to hold up this coming season, again due to strong demand (especially 
China) and tight supply. The lift in mutton prices that began in 2017 has been nothing short of spectacular 
and coupled with the increased price for lamb has clearly given an enormous boost to sheep farmer’s 
bottom lines.

Despite the positive outlook most people in our industry have concerns about sheep meat pricing itself off 
the shelf given that is what occurred in 2011. And nobody wants to be part of another boom/bust cycle. 
However all we can do at our end of the supply chain is hold our breath, savour the moment and hope that 
this new level of pricing is here to stay.

RECORD ROMNEY PERFORMANCE 2016 & 2017

We have stated many times that the 3 performance indicators that we have targetted the most (along with 
strong constitution) in our breeding programme are:-

 high conception
 high lamb survival
 high weaning weights

For the last 15 years or so our flock has
demonstrated the inherent ability to scan at around
200% irrespective of the season (see graph). We
are content with that and have no desire to lift
fertility any higher.

On the other hand we have continued to strive to
lift lamb survival rates (lambing %) and 100 day
weaning weights.

Consequently it was very pleasing to report in last
year’s newsletter that our Romney flock (studs and
commercials combined) had delivered a top result
in 2016 with regard to each of those 3 performance
indicators. ie a record lambing of 167% (from a
drought affected pregnancy scanning of 190%) and
a record average weaning weight of 37.3kg (adj.
100 days).

It has been a huge thrill and enormously satisfying
to be able to back up the 2016 result with an
equally good flock performance in 2017. Last year
the Romneys (studs and commercials combined)
ended up with a 165% lambing from a 199%
scanning and at weaning the lambs averaged
39.5kg (adj. 100 days) which was significantly
higher than the previous record of 37.3kg we
achieved the year before. The lambs received their
first drench at 100 days and all lambs (except triplets) were reared on unfertilised country.
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Clearly there will not be any records broken in 2018 in terms of lambing % thanks to the weather but we 
are at least grateful to have got lucky 2 years in a row. It is also very gratifying to be able to get a couple of 
good results on the board as it hopefully suggests our breeding programme is on track which will benefit 
clients in a real and tangible way.

MEET MATT

With the recent acquisition of 2 blocks of land adjoining our home property Barb and I felt we were being 
stretched a bit far physically and made the decision to sell our Mikimiki block (10 mins north of Masterton).

Matthew Olds has purchased it and has kindly agreed to 
farm part of our Romney flock for the next 5 years which will 
enable us to continue to lift our ewe numbers and grow our 
stud operation. We are also relishing the opportunity to 
further test the Romneys by running part of the stud flock in 
a somewhat different Mikimiki environment (previously only 
South Suffolk ewes and Romney ram hoggets have been run
there) and under different management.

We are grateful to have the opportunity to retain a 
connection with the Mikimiki block and to utilize Matt’s 
expertise, energy and enthusiasm. He has an impressive 
farming track record which includes 2 years spent at 
Smedley and 4 years as stock manager on a large property 
at Alfredton.

He is currently working for Peter Apthorpe (Pahiatua) who 
won the Tararua Farmer of the Year competition a few 
seasons ago. At this stage Matt plans to run the Mikimiki 
operation after hours and in the weekends ie he works a 

9 day week and recently made the comment to me that “daylight saving is his friend”.

Matt has another string to his bow in the form of his sheep pregnancy scanning business “Old Mate 
Scanning” which he operates over the winter. We understand that this business has steadily grown over a 
5 year period (lower North Island) and has included regular stints over in Australia as well. He tells us that 
he is always looking for new clients so if you are looking for a
sheep scanner I am sure he would be pleased to hear from
you. His contact number is 027 904 0196

MOVE TO DNA PARENTAGE

The decision to hand part of the Romney flock over to Matt
has prompted us to move to a DNA based system for
pedigree recording purposes. Matt does not have the time to
laboriously mother up all ewes and lambs as we have done in
the past.

Consequently we have decided to go the ‘whole hog’ and
move the entire Romney flock on to the Zoetis Shepherd Plus
parentage programme so we can move ewes seamlessly
back and forth between the two properties.

We were also keen to be able to utilize many of the other
opportunities that a DNA based system provides and apply
them to the entire flock.

Matt on a typical August day at Mikimiki.

Geoff getting to grips with DNA sampling. 
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We have been interested in going in this direction for some time now but the very significant cost has 
always been the barrier for us and many other breeders. However our involvement with Matt has given us 
the push we needed and we are genuinely excited by the potential that exists with DNA analysis to take the
flock to another level.

What are we likely to gain from this?

This concept is quite new to us and we are still trying to get our heads around it but we gather that the 
benefits will include:-

 DNA parentage will be more accurate (eliminates human error and data error when ewes 
occasionally mother wrong lambs etc)

 multiple sires can be used in mating mobs (eliminates risk of dry ewes if single sires break down)
 saving of time and effort associated with mothering up and/or tagging at birth
 less disturbance of stock
 access to Zoetis Sheep 5K and Sheep 50K genomics.

What is Sheep 5K and Sheep 50K all about?

Both are genomic selection tools that use 5000 and 50000 gene markers respectively to measure many of 
the traits that breeders already measure such as number of live lambs at birth, growth, eye muscle area, 
wool weight, meat yield, faecal egg count, dag score and facial eczema.

We will continue to measure and record all the traits that we have in the past on an individual animal basis,
so nothing will change in that regard.

However the Sheep 5K and Sheep
50K tests allow breeders to identify
their best genetics at the ram hogget
or 2th ram stage without having to
wait many years for progeny to be
born and then be assessed as adults.
By using this technology breeding
programmes can instead be
approached in a much more targetted
way, are far less hit and miss and
should make more progress, more
quickly.

Yes we are excited by the possibilities
and we will keep you posted.

Romney rams about to be trucked to Southland. 

South Suffolk ram hoggets (Sept 2018).
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WE WILL SEE YOU SOON

October is rapidly disappearing as we all work our way through the normal busy spring schedule. We hope 
that on balance the season is shaping up reasonably well for you so far and the docking/tailing tallies are 
slightly up on your expectations.

Many thanks indeed to those of you who have already been in touch re ram orders – we are very 
appreciative of your support – not only does it help pay our bills but it also provides us with extra motivation
to keep doing what we do.

We very much look forward to the usual catch up at ram selling time when we enjoy getting a perspective 
on things from your side of the fence.

Barb will be in touch by phone to arrange a date for ram picking closer to the time. In the meantime good 
luck and good farming.

Regards

Geoff

South Suffolk ram hoggets lining up at Willow Creek (Sept 2018).

A Senior’s Version of FACEBOOK

For those of my generation who do not, and cannot, 
comprehend why Facebook exists: I am trying to make 
friends outside of Facebook while applying the same 
principles. Therefore every day I walk down the street and 
tell passers-by what I have eaten, how I feel at the 
moment, what I have done the night before, what I will do 
later and with whom. I give them pictures of my family, 
my dog and of me gardening, taking things apart in the 
garage, watering the lawn, standing in front of landmarks, 
driving around town, having lunch, and doing what 
anybody and everybody does everyday. I also listen to 
their conversations, give them “thumbs up” and tell them I 
“like” them. And it works just like Facebook. I already 
have 4 people following me: 2 police officers, a private 
investigator and a psychiatrist.


